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What	is	a	“search	for	new	physics”	

•  A attempt to find a result that is inconsistent with the 
Standard Model (SM) picture of particle physics, with a 
significant level of precision 

•  That could be: 
–  Evidence of a new particle(s) that is(are) not present in the SM 

–  Evidence of an anomalous distribution that hints at a new 
interaction/mechanism 

–  Measurement of a SM property (branching fraction, coupling etc) 
that is in disagreement with the SM 

–  Anything else? 

•  A question I’d like you to ponder is 

 

  How would we “know” if we have seen such a signal? 
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What	is	a	“search	for	new	physics”	

new particle(s):   

Expect a resonance in some 
distribution of final state objects. 

Can use it to measure mass of NP 

 
anomalous distribution:  
Some inclusive distribution that 
has a different shape between 
signal and background (but 
doesn’t have to be a peak) 
 
SM property: 
Accurate measure of branching 
fraction, property etc 
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Searches	vs	Standard	Model		

•  The standard model is standing up 
to intense scrutiny

•  A variety of precision measurements 
show excellent agreement with 
calculations at several collision 
energies 

•  Almost all searches we perform have 
some amount of model dependence 
i.e. you search for a specific signal 
topology

•  But…..
•  We DO NOT KNOW what new 

physics will look like (…and we want 
to cast a wide net) 
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(Maybe	obvious)	statements	about	“Searches”	

•  Any new physics will either be produced in conjunction 
with/or decay to Standard Model particles – these are 
what we measure 
–  Whether performing a search or not we measure Standard Model objects 

–  To search for something new there has to be a difference, or differences, 
between the new physics and the Standard Model 

–  Exploiting the differences as efficiently as possible is what makes one 
analysis better than another 

•  We DO NOT KNOW what new physics will look like!!! 
–  The searches we perform are based on our prejudices and we interpret 

them in only a specific number of signal scenarios  

•  The partitioning of many analyses within ATLAS/CMS is 
largely arbitrary and often not based on physics principles 
–  Example “X” -> W+W- -> l+ν l-ν => is it SM/Exotics/Higgs/SUSY?  
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Searches	–	W+W-	

“X” -> W+W- -> l+ν l-ν => is it SM/Exotics/Higgs/SUSY?  
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Standard Model  

Higgs SUSY EXOTICS 

Swap  
“H” for 
“X”  - a 
new  
particle  



Precision measurements of 
boson, ttbar, single top and di-
boson cross sections 

Crucial to demonstrate detector 
performance and measure Standard 
Model to great accuracy 

Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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If	{no	discoveries	of	new	physics}	then……		

….keep increasing the energy…. 
 
 

2011 -> 2012 -> 2015+ 
  

7 TeV -> 8TeV -> 13TeV 
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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Understanding	the	Standard	Model	Backgrounds	
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SEARCHES	

n.b. this is
 for 14TeV  
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SEARCHES:	Part	I	

HIGGS Physics and Searches 
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Higgs	Searches	

•  We’ve discovered the Higgs – can’t search for it anymore 
•  If you’re working on Higgs physics you are either: 

a)  Making as precise a measurement as possible of the Standard Model (both 
production: ttH, VH and decay: H->WW, H->ττ, H->µµ, H->Zγ etc) 

b)  Searching for BSM Higgs 

•  H+->τ+ν or H+->tb (charged Higgs) 

•  H->τe or τµ (Lepton Flavour Violation) 

•  H/h/A->f fbar (where f is ‘fermion’) 

•  H/h/A-> B Bbar (where B is ‘boson’) 

•  For the most part there’s overlap with the exotics 
program here 
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LHC	Run	1	Higgs	Results	

Run 1 highlights!! 

Higgs Boson discovered! 

Francois Englert and Peter Higgs shared  
the 2013 Nobel Prize for the discovery 



The	Higgs	Boson	-	ProducRon	modes	

Page	volume	sub	informaRon	to	go	here		

•  gluon-gluon fusion (ggF) dominant 
•  Several measurements of vector-boson fusion (VBF)  
•  Data not yet very sensitive to VH and ttH 

•  Combine VBF and VH (both scale with V-H coupling) 
•  Combine ggF and ttH (both scale with t-H coupling) 
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The Higgs Boson is no longer a discovery – it is a precision measurement! 

The	Higgs	Boson	–	Run	1	summary	
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The	Higgs	Boson	–	ATLAS	+	CMS	combined	

The Higgs Boson is no longer a discovery – it is a precision measurement! 

…only 5,154 authors! 
Adelaide lead institution J  
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Higgs	@	Run2		

Higgs combination looks in good agreement with  
expectation at 13 TeV….....bad news if you wanted
 to see effects of something showing up in loops 
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SEARCHES:	Part	II	

SUPERSYMMETRY 
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SUSY	

slide by Andreas Hoecker 
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illustration by M-H Genest 

SUSY	
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In	a	nutshell…	

Standard Model SUSY 

Laughter SLaughter 
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SUSY	

Franz Anthony Winner of ‘Collision 2015’ 
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SUSY	

SUSY ~duplicates spectrum of particle states wrt. Standard Model 

Sparticle decays produce SM objects: 
(b/c-)jets, leptons, τ, γ, invisible 
(MET), … 

The early focus of Run2 is on strong production with squarks/ gluinos 

Cancellation of the top loop 
correction to the Higgs mass 
requires (relatively) light susy…
perhaps particularly third 
generation squarks 
 
But, direct production cross 
section is relatively small compared 
to light squark and gluino 
 
Dedicated searches required 
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SUSY:	Strong	ProducRon	
Squark and Gluino mediated light jets  

Gluino mediated third generation  
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SUSY searches rely primarily on the 
understanding of the SM backgrounds 

HOWTO	search	for	SUSY	
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SUSY:	Strong	ProducRon	
Squark and Gluino mediated light jets. 
The workhorse of the SUSY group – if  
you predict an excess in many/most  
channels you often have to reconcile it
 with the results here. 
No excess observed so far in 2015/2016
!  

RJ G1 SR 6-jt SR 

Always caveats! Be careful making blanket  
interpretations of any SUSY search 
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SUSY:	Recursive	Jigsaw	ReconstrucRon	
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Application to compressed scenarios ( 25 GeV < Δm < 200 GeV) 

▪  Leverage large pT ISR system, simple additional complementary 
variables 

▪  Apply a dedicated decay tree to categorize jets as ISR-like or not 

▪  Improved sensitivity for light squark, stop and gluino pair-production  

Application to open final states 

▪  Apply a decay tree to decompose information event-
by-event 

▪  Partition the MET using a series of jigsaw rules  

▪  Extract a basis of variables sensitive to mass scales, 
but also properties of particles (decay angles, ratios of 
scales etc) 

▪  Construct signal regions sensitive to mass splittings   



SUSY:	Strong	ProducRon	
Squark and Gluino mediated light jets: 7-10 jets and 0 leptons 

As we increase the number of steps in the  
decay chain we increase the number of objects 
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SUSY:	Strong	ProducRon	–	mulR	b-jet	signatures	
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SUSY:	Strong	ProducRon	
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SUSY:	Electroweak	ProducRon	
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SUSY:	Electroweak	ProducRon	
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Currently being updated
 by the Adelaide group. 
 
Stay tuned for more  
news in the coming  
weeks when we unblind 
the data! 



scalar 
bottom 
searches 

scalar top 
searches 

3rd	SUSY	generaRon	topologies	
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Scalar	boZom	searches	–	sRll	no	excess	at	13TeV	

0 lepton + 2 b-jets + MET 
Primary signature for direct sbottom production 
Direct Stop sensitivity for small                        
in t̃1 ! b�̃±

�m(�̃±, �̃0)

Analysis	method:	
•  Trigger:	ETmiss		
•  SelecRon:	ETmiss,	2-b-jets,	lepton	veto		
•  Large	Δm(b1,χ01):	large	mCT,	mbb	>	200GeV,	

3rd	jet	veto		
•  Small	Δm(b1,χ01):	require	an	anR-	b-tagged	

ISR	jet,	large	HT,3	and	ETmiss	
•  Main	backgrounds:	Z(νν)+bjets,	W+bjets,	Z	

m2
CT (v1, v2) = [ET (v1) + ET (v2)]

2�
[pT (v1)� pT (v2)]

2

HT,3 =
nX

i=4

(pjetT )i

from Z(ll)+bjets 
control region 

from single lep or 
e/µ control region 
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Main Backgrounds
•  Semileptonic tt with one 

missing (or hadronic tau) 
lepton: normalise with 1-lepton 
control region (CR) in data

•  Z(vv)+j normalise with Z(ll) CR
•  tt + W/Z taken from MC

0lepton	+	6	jets	(2	b-jets)	+ETmiss	analyses			

One example of selection showing fully 
resolved signal regions 

AND/
OR 

Challenging fully hadronic search 
exploiting large MET regime, 
sensitive to t+LSP decays 
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2lepton	(+jets)	+ETmiss	analyses			
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2 leptons (+jets) + MET 
 
Analysis mainly targets  
Complements bb + ET

miss analysis for large 
t̃1 ! b�̃±

�m(�̃±, �̃0)

Limits placed in various kinematic scenarios 

2lepton	+	(b)	jets	+	ETmiss	analyses		
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Selec2ons:	
•  2leptons	and	2	b-jets	
•  Leading	lepton	pT	<	60	GeV	
•  mT2(ll,	ETmiss	)	<	90	GeV	
•  mT2(bb,l`+l2+ETmiss	)	>	160	GeV	

•  Main	backgrounds	(single	top	and	top	pairs)	
normalized	in	dedicated	1b	control	region	

2lepton	+	(b)	jets	+	ETmiss	analyses			

Leptonic mT2 
analysis best here Hadronic mT2 

analysis best here 
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3rd	generaRon	searches	–	Summary	

Simply altering the stop branching 
fractions alter the limits severely 
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SUSY:	Long-lived	parRcles	
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SUSY	Summary	
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SEARCHES:	Part	III	

EXOTICA 
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ExoRcs	

•  What makes something “Exotic”? 
•  If ≠ SUSY .and. ≠ HIGGS .then. EXOTICA! 
•  More generally SUSY tends to have large missing 

momentum and Exotics doesn’t necessarily (although R-
Parity Violation and Long-lived SUSY mess with this 
paradigm) 

•  Also, Exotics is the place where non-SM resonance 
searches are performed (although they overlap with BSM 
Higgs) 

•  Take >=2 SM objects, plot the invariant mass and look 
for a bump - Easy J (Maybe K) 

•  For the sake of time I won’t survey the huge number of 
searches performed in these groups 
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ExoRcs:	Run1	summary	
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Long-lived	parRcle	searches:	Run1	summary	
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ExoRcs:	Run1	-	diboson	resonances	with	boson-tagged	jets		
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Run	2	Searches	for	ExoRc	New	Phenomena	
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Run	2	Searches	for	ExoRc	New	Phenomena	
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SEARCHES:	Part	IV	

CONCLUSION/SUMMARY 
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Summary 

▪ Remember that the LHC design energy was/is 14TeV! 
▪  So we are just getting started!! We’ll be taking data for the next 

10-20 years (depending on other machines)

▪ A search is successful if it improves the previous constraints on 
some new physics model….or, of course, if it leads to a 
discovery.

▪  It is very unlikely that we will discover what we search for. 
▪ But we may discover a significant deviation from the SM 

expectation
▪  That’s when the real fun (and hard work) begins!
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Thanks!	Some	backup	slides	may	follow	
	
p.jackson@adelaide.edu.au	



Run	1	Searches	for	ExoRc	long-lived	New	Phenomena	




